Hangover Helper Herbal Loose Leaf Tea
English Tea Store
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Cup Characteristics: Never again, I swear! The perfect remedy. Light tomato
notes, ginger to soothe and hints of sweet beet. Actually let’s add a dash of
vodka.
Infusion: Lightly orange red – think opaque Bloody Mary
Ingredients: Tomato + Ginger + Beet pieces, Hibiscus, Cardamom, Black +
White pepper, Cinnamon, Clove, Nutmeg
Caffeine/Antioxidant Level: None Caffeine Free Herb/Low
Grade(s): Grade #1 herb and fruit pieces
Manufacture Type(s): Blend of air, sun and machine dried herbs and fruits
Region: Yunnan / Sing Buri / Kerala / Nile River Delta
Ingredients From: China / Thailand / India / Egypt

Brewing Instructions
Hot Tea Brewing Method: Use freshly drawn water. When water is re-boiled, or
stands for a while, it loses oxygen which prevents the full flavor of the tea being
released. Warm the pot first. This helps the brewing process by maintaining the
brewing temperature for longer so to extract more flavor from the tea. Be sure to use
boiling water to make the tea. Water which is "off the boil" does not allow the tea to
brew properly. Ideal brewing temperature is 100° C/212° F. Minimum brewing
temperature is 90° C/194° F. Brew for 3-5 minutes. Shorter times will not reveal the
full flavor and the quality of the tea. Longer brewing will result in a bitter tasting tea
as Tannin will start to be extracted from the tea leaves (If you brew in a cup brew for
a much shorter time, 1 - 2 minutes). Stir the tea in the pot once or twice while it is
brewing.
Iced tea brewing method (Pitcher): (to make 1 liter/quart): Place 6 slightly heaping
teaspoons of loose tea, 6 tea bags into a teapot or heat resistant pitcher. Using filtered
or freshly drawn cold water, boil and pour 1.25 cups/315ml over the tea. Steep for 5
minutes. Quarter fill a serving pitcher with cold water. Pour the tea into your serving
pitcher straining the tea or removing the tea bags. Add ice and top - up the pitcher
with cold water. Garnish and sweeten to taste. A rule of thumb when preparing fresh
brewed iced tea is to increase the strength of hot tea since it will be poured over ice

and diluted with cold water. (Note: Some luxury quality teas may turn cloudy when
poured over ice. This is a sign of luxury quality and nothing to worry about.)
Iced tea brewing method (Individual Serving): Place 1 slightly heaping teaspoon of
loose tea, 1 tea bag into a teapot for each serving required. Using filtered or freshly
drawn cold water, boil and pour 6 - 7oz/170 - 200ml per serving over the tea. Cover
and let steep for 5 minutes. Add hot tea to a 12oz/375ml acrylic glass filled with ice,
straining the tea or removing the bags. Not all of the tea will fit, allowing for
approximately an additional 1/2 serving. Sweeten and/or add lemon to taste. A rule of
thumb when preparing fresh brewed iced tea is to increase the strength of hot tea since
it will be poured over ice and diluted. (Note: Some luxury quality teas may turn
cloudy when poured over ice. This is a sign of luxury quality and nothing to worry
about!)

